
romeco Engineering, founded over 60
years ago, is, now, a consolidated company
in the planning and construction of machin-

ery and plants for surface treatment. Other than
the company’s flagship production range of sand-
blasting, shot-blasting and shot-peening machin-
ery, Promeco also manufactures a wide range of
equipment dedicated to the glass industry.

Solid structure, high technology, flexibility in
planning and manufacture, innovation in work-
ing solutions: these are the four main points that

have enabled Promeco Engineering
to establish itself, both in Italy 
and in the world, as the ideal part-
ner for those who work in the sec-
tor dedicated to sandblasting of
flat and hollow glass, and of artis-

tic engraving.

THE “EVOLUTION” OF
THE SPECIES

The flagship product
of Promeco Engineering
is the Evolution line. It is,

in fact, thinking about
evolution that the com-

With a wide range of machines
dedicated to the solving of problems of
sandblasting for small-, medium- and
large-sized glassworks, Promeco
Engineering, in this article, presents
itself and some of its products. Special
emphasis is placed on the company’s
flagship product “Evolution” -
and its optional tools
to satisfy the
particular needs 
of each single
production unit.
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The new Evolution
with touch pad
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pany created its sandblasting machines for
flat glass. Starting from the basic, manual
model, moving on to the semi-automatic
machines, right up to the completely auto-
matic version of Evolution.

At the recent Vitrum trade fair, Promeco had
on show an automatic version of Evolution,
equipped with touch-screen programmable PLC,
with numerous recipes that enabled easy and
immediate learning.

The manual machines of the Evolution series,
on the other hand, can also be transformed into
automatic machines. The client who buys a man-
ual sandblasting machine can, therefore, later in
time, transform the same machine into an auto-
matic sandblaster, as per his production demands,
without high expense involved.

Evolution is a sandblasting machine equipped
with a dust-suction system, a nozzle for automat-
ic sandblasting of glass sheets of 1,300 millime-
tres, and a nozzle for manual commands. 

The machine has vents on its upper part to
enable the passage of larger glass sheets, and
working speed and pressure can be modified.
Particular attention has been placed in the reduc-
tion of noise and dust in the working environ-
ment. In particular, a self-cleaning filter with car-
tridge enables the filtering and the cleaning of the
air in circulation, eliminating slag and dust pres-
ent. This system involves the recycling of all the
purified abrasive material that can, therefore, be
re-utilized in the sandblasting system. Promeco
also has a large assortment of optional tools that
can satisfy the particular needs of each single
production unit. There is, for example, the possi-
bility of integrating Evolution with tools such as:
• electronic input for height and width of glass

sheets (dedicated to those who need to con-
stantly change dimensions of glass sheets);

• remote pressure adjustment;
• a second automatic nozzle (for those who need

to increase production);
• speed control knob for correlation of the noz-

zle; and
• possibility of programming sandblasting on

different areas of the glass sheet.

TO EACH HIS OWN….
Always maintaining the constant levels of

quality already mentioned for the Evolution
machines, Promeco also manufactures the CS
100 LV AUT/C for the sandblasting of glass

sheets up to 2,600 millimetres in a single pas-
sage. This machine is equipped with an elec-
tronic instrument that not only enables to input
the dimensions of the glass sheets, but also to
select, inside the area of each glass sheet, the
specific areas to be sandblasted.

For those who need to carry out deep
engraving on glass surfaces, or to produce
large quantities of sandblasted sheets, the com-
pany’s product range includes two semi-auto-
matic and automatic pressure powered
machines. These machines have a tank of vari-
able dimensions that develops a jet of sand that
is extremely powerful.

There are also the machines with free sand
jets, created to operate in total safety and respect
towards the environment.

These machines are particularly suitable for
artistic engraving, with the propulsor of abrasive
material equipped with a command, installed on
the sandblasting lance, to change work pressure
during the same phase of sandblasting. 

Last, but not least, Promeco also manufac-
tures “horizontal” or belt machines, ideal for
automatic sandblasting of glass objects of the
most diverse dimensions, also including glass
washbasins. ■
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The smallest
machine of 
the horizontal
series


